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the kinship between the deity and its image3 and (3) the ritual of a sub-
stituted king intended at protecting the real one. As becomes apparent 
in the further part of the book, all of these are crucial to understanding 
of what is happening in the HB. In concluding remarks the author states 
that tzalmu is not simply a replica but “a repetition or an extension of 
the referent’s very presence”.4 In sum, the Akkadian parallels are im-
portant for the broader understanding of the terms like tzelem or dmut 
in the HB. Iconic Israel: Divine Representation, Idol Polemics, and the 
Awareness of the Relationship between Image and Presence in the He-
brew Bible juxtaposes the ambivalently perceived images such as “high 
places” (bamot), “standing stones” (matzevot) and “asheras” (asherot) 
with the ark, being definitely positive although loaded with dangerous 
power. The latter is presented as working in a way similar to the ancient 
Near Eastern images as the capture of the ark is described in 1 Samuel 
2 as the departure of Yahveh. The author also portrays the iconoclastic 
current present in the HB and summarizes the recent discussion on this 
subject. More and more evidence is collected which shows that Yahveh 
might have been worshipped in material form like Nehushtan or golden 
calf to name just two of the possibilities. In fact, the biblical sources 
often rely on the terminology and descriptions which explicitly refer to 
the personal encounter with the deity.5 The author also lists the passages 
intended at the humiliation of the other deities: the mutilation of Dagon, 
the emphasis on the craftsmanship of the makers of the foreign gods and 
presenting them as inanimate objects in contrast with the God of Israel. 
The particularly developed example of this rhetorical strategy is pres-
ent in Isaiah 44. In sum, the polemical passages ranging from rhetoric 
of mutilation, through the concept of the erasure and re-inscription of 
divine names up till the semantic deconstruction of the rituals betray the 
Israel’s deep familiarity with the ancient concepts of tzalmu.

Up till this moment the author summarizes the others’ research and 
does it basing on the impressively broad range of treatises. Then he 
moves on to the second and the central part of the book elaborating on 
The Image of God in the Hebrew Bible, in which he argues that the trac-

3 The Akkadian documents referring to the production of tzalmu are replete with the 
vocabulary suggesting the metaphors of bearing a child. At the same time, the substi-
tutivity of son is ambivalent as it can refer to the sacrifice of the firstborn or to the new 
champion who would with time take the place of the father.

4 S.L. Herring, ibidem, p. 47.
5 Ibidem, p. 53.

Stephen L. Herring is a faculty member of the Oxford Centre for He-
brew and Jewish Studies lecturing Biblical Hebrew and other courses. 
His current interests include the antique conceptions of the divine pres-
ence and the ancient Israelite traditions concerning the figure of Moses. 
The present book is one of his most recent publications in the subject.1 
As the description contained on the webpage of the publishing company 
states,2 its main purpose is to elucidate the influence of the ancient Mes-
opotamian conceptualizations of the divine presence on the religious 
and cultural system of Israel as reflected in the Hebrew Bible [HB].

The book is divided into two essential parts. The first one is mostly 
concerned with summarizing the previous research in the subject. Ac-
cordingly, the volume opens with Introduction: Representation and the 
Real which deals with the question of manifestation and mystical par-
ticipation of the deity in its image from the philosophical perspective. 
The chapter is short and fortunately for the less metaphysically inclined 
readers, neither does the author wander too far into the realms of meta-
science and methodology nor relies on these issues in the further parts 
of the book. The next section, Image and Presence in Mesopotamia, re-
volves around the semantic nuances of the Akkadian word tzalmu (obvi-
ously cognate with the Heb. tzelem) usually taken as denoting the divine 
representation in its three- or two- dimensional form. This image under-
goes two rituals: mîs-pî, the “mouth-washing” and pit pî “mouth-open-
ing” as the transformative acts intended to enliven it. Moreover, the hu-
man craftsmanship is ritually nullified, thus “proving” the divine origins 
of the representation. In result, it becomes “alive” and is treated like a 
substitute for the one being represented. This means that the presence or 
absence of the image translates directly into the presence or absence of 
the said deity. This also means the direct connection between the two: 
any harm inflicted on the image equals to that directed against the deity 
itself. As such tzalmu is a specifically theological and ritual term orig-
inating from the priestly (ašipu) circles of the Mesopotamian society. 
This feature is of particular significance in the context of the book as 
it is precisely the class of the Israelite priests that is believed to be re-
sponsible for developing the idea of humanity as the tzelem of Yahveh/
Elohim in the HB. Three other issues are directly connected to this prob-
lem, namely, (1) the idea of the king or priest as the tzalmu of particular 
deity, (2) the metaphor of father and son relationship used to describe 

1 [Online], http://www.orinst.ox.ac.uk/staff/hjs/sherring/html, [14.V 2014].
2 [Online], http://www.v-r.de/de/title-0-0/divine_substitution-1011043/, [14.05.2014]
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ened to the retrieved cultic image and as such needs the ritual cleansing 
and reparations to put it intact again.

In sum, Herring shows Israel as placed between Scylla of iconoclasm 
and Charybdis of the lack of the cultic center allowing for erecting 
any kind of material manifestation. In this situation the ancient Mes-
opotamian idea of human as the divine image marking God’s presence 
seemed to be a viable solution for the urgent problem. As the author 
aptly remarks: “it allowed Israel’s god to manifest his presence apart 
from any cultic appurtenance, while maintaining the biblical prohibi-
tion against making and worshipping human-made idols. Further, such a 
conceptualization nowhere violates the monotheism of the later biblical 
authors. These humans are not, in and of themselves, divine. Instead, 
they provide Israel’s god with a means of extending his divine pres-
ence”.9 Moreover, in the concluding part the author shows the echoes of 
the problem in regards with the concept of the garments of glory present 
in various literary pieces like Sirach 50, 1 Enoch 48 or Life of Adam 
and Eve 13-14. Here, Herring makes some excellent remarks about the 
consequences of his findings for the figure of Jesus in the New Testa-
ment who is often described as the high priest, second Adam or second 
Moses or Son of Man, with all these figures reverberating semantically 
with the idea of tzelem ’elohim.10 Given the manifested proficiency of 
the author in the sphere of Christianity11 one can hope he would take on 
this subject in his future publications.

Although the topic of the book is rather narrow and specific the au-
thor has put much effort in the adequate presentation of the context of 
his considerations. This means that each subject is preceded by a short 
and accurate introduction, like for instance the presentation of the an-
cient Near Eastern background for the Book of Genesis.12 In addition 
to this each chapter and subchapter concludes with a neat and concise 
summary which helps to recollect the findings and conclusions. This 
features affect neither the size of the volume nor the fluency of read-
ing and contribute only to the better explication of the offered theses. 
Consequently, given the bulk of the information contained therein these 
traits deserve special praise. The book is written fluently in a very ac-
cessible language and in result it can be used by the younger adepts of 

9 Ibidem, p. 218.
10 Ibidem, pp. 216-218.
11 Witnessed by numerous analogies, like for example the ones on p. 94.
12 Ibidem, pp. 96-108.

es of the ancient Mesopotamian concept of humans as images of God is 
to be found in at least several biblical instances. This part presents the 
genuine research of Herring and contains the deep and thorough anal-
yses of the selected passages which betray Babylonian influences and 
bear the mark of the extended priestly redaction. The first one is a short 
snippet of Genesis 1:26-27. The author analyzes the problematic ex-
pressions: be-tzalmenu ke-dmutenu6 in the light of be-dmuto ke-tzalmo 
present in the context of the father-son relationship in Genesis 5:3 and 
the protective curse of Genesis 9:6. This section is very valuable partly 
due to the critique of the obsolete approach, eager to perceive the idea 
of tzelem ’elohim in rather immaterial or spiritual framework far from 
the Mesopotamian conceptual entourage of “flesh and blood”.7 In sum 
it is offered that the very structure of Genesis 1 resembles the building 
of the temple and investing it with varied contents: furniture, person-
nel, lesser deities and the like. The second passage is Exodus 34:29-35, 
containing the description of Moses descending from the Mount Sinai 
after the meeting with Yahveh. The patriarch is portrayed as “horned”, 
what is interpreted in the light of the ancient Near Eastern literature and 
iconography as marking the divine status.8 In fact, the whole story is put 
in the context which is primarily concerned with the idea of the image 
of God. Accordingly, the horned face of Moses parallels that of Yahveh 
on the one hand and substitutes the now invalid image of the golden calf 
on the other – the latter being fully justified divine image in the ancient 
Near East. Moreover, Herring presents some elements of Moses’ biogra-
phy which hint on his divine status. The final one is Ezekiel 36-37. The 
author concisely addresses the problem of its highly composite structure 
and moves on to the problem of the cultic imagery utilized therein. Due 
to the Babylonian captivity and the lack of material ritual center, the au-
thor of Ezekiel had to come up with its various substitutes. The first one 
is present in the heavenly vision of the prophet, replete with the cultic 
imagery (dmut, mar’eh, kavod). The second is visible in the description 
of the resurrection which in fact utilizes the same kind of nomenclature 
and aims at reconstructing the process of creating the gods. Israel is lik-

6 The phrase be-tzelem itself works as an essentiae and as such suggests that humans 
primarily function as God’s cultic statues. Much space is devoted to the elucidation of 
the semantic nuances differentiating between the prepositions be- and  ke-. Given the 
graphical resemblance of the two, one could wonder, whether their appearance is not 
the result of the scribal error.

7 Ibidem, pp. 88-91.
8 Ibidem, pp. 150-157.
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various disciplines, other than Biblical or Jewish Studies, which deal 
with the HB in its ancient Near Eastern literary entourage
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